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Margaret Beech: I used kitchen
blind fabric to create a simple
scroll. The letters ‘INSPIRED’
are printed with hardware items
and black acrylic paint; dowelling
and eyelets for hanging. The
fringe at the bottom of the
scroll was cut using five blade
shredding scissors.
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Dolores Guffey: Found box: lid
decorated with cheesecloth and
miscellaneous items found on
my husband’s workbench and
then painted over with gesso.
The paint chip sample book
held together with a nut and
bolt; wallpaper covered book
was window screen pages edged
with furnace tape with hinged
cover; copper wire bent to make
an alphabet; rubber stamped
alphabet was put on furnace
tape; furnace tape was also
used to accept embossing. An
accordion fold book spells out
NORBAG using stenciled letters
cut out of paint chip samples.

Linda Hirsch: This book was created using gold colored metal screen and gold colored beaded chain from the hardware store.
I began at one woven edge and started by cutting along one wire for about 20 - 24 inches, and then cut at a 90 degree angle
following another wire in the mesh for the height of the book; then I followed another wire back to the woven edge. I did this so
I would have a rectangle without too many ends of wire poking out and coming unraveled as I worked on the book and accordion
folded the length of the wire into six equal parts. I pulled one wire at a time off the short cut end and used those to attach small
pieces of beaded chain to each section making the word PEACE. For the sixth section, I unraveled small wire pieces which had
long wavy ends that I curled around a chopstick to get texture at the beginning of the book. The book can stand upright using the
folds.

Bonnie Julien: 36 gauge brass sheeting, brass dowels
and wire, various grades of sandpaper, emery cloth, paint
color sample chips, acrylic paints and ink, epoxy glue.

Michele Kamprath: Hardware. The
covers are wood with brass hinges
and rivets. The pages are accordionfolded tar paper from a roll that I
found in the shed.

Becky McAllister: Aunt Nellie’s Rainbow House is an
accordion book of cardstock with covers and houses
made from hardware store paint samples. Stamps are by
River City Rubber works and All Night Media. House is
a box of wood scraps.

A Japanese stab binding was used
to hold the book together. The text
is words found in an old dictionary
that describe different types of
hardware.
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Jean Montgomery: Hardware Cocktails is a book make of things found in a hardware store. The pages are sand
paper with recipes found on the internet that have to do with “hardware.” These were printed on text weight
paper. The binding is a rubber band attached to a screwdriver.

Kate Riordan: This was so easy! We did a major remodel on my house a few years ago and the garage is
still full of stuff for me to choose from. I started with the composite board and used a technique from the
recent Newport Paper Arts Festival to decorate it. I had a large supply of black and white scrapbooking
pages, ripped those up, glued them down, and slopped some paint on the top. The pages, obviously, are
from an out-of-date wallpaper book. I had to add a little filler to account for the hinge screws; went to
Tacoma Screw for the screws that hold it all together and slopped a little paint on those too. Got to use our
new drill press to punch the holes into the book and putting it all together was pretty easy after that.

Marilyn Rothe: This little book
was made using a few hardware
store products, and lots of personal
experiences.

Connie Stewart: I took one double-sided piece of 12” x 12” cardstock and cut it into
strips creating a seven-panel accordion folded card. I then punched three holes in
every other panel and attached six keys that open nothing and were left behind when
I purchased my house exactly 17 years ago. I took sticky letters purchased from the
dollar bin to decorate the card. Boy, am I glad to get those keys out of my life!

Alex Stillman: Whether it’s in the garage or at
the store, I have all kinds of items that belonged
once to the hardware store. My odds and ends
have been added to 4” x 4” art canvas frames.
Was this fun? yes. Do I have fewer odds and
ends? yes.

Sandy Vrem: Hardware Store Book has pages made of cardboard which
are covered with duct tape. Each page is a letter from “Hardware Store”
with a picture of an item representing that letter: H is for Hammer; A is for
Axe; R is for Rake, etc. The cover is made with screen mesh over photos
which were taken at two local hardware stores. Closure is made from
AT&T wire scraps.

